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THE VEFA’IYYE, THE BEKTASHIYYE
AND GENEALOGIES OF “HETERODOX”

ISLAM IN ANATOLIA:
RETHINKING THE KÖPRÜLÜ PARADIGM

THE KÖPRÜLÜ PARADIGM AND ITS DISCONTENTS

he early 20th-century historian Fuad Köprülü (1890-1966) was Tur-
key’s first eminent historian whose many views on Turkish religious and 
literary history, shaped by the nationalist currents of his time, became 
paradigmatic in the field.1 Since Köprülü, scholars have been apt to link 
various aspects of Anatolian religious history directly to Central Asia, the 
Turks’ ancestral homeland. This inclination is most prominent in the 
study of so-called Turkish folk Islam and what is assumed to be its pri-
mary manifestation today, namely the Kizilbash/Alevi communities and 
the kindred Bektashi order.2 Köprülü connected Turkish folk Islam, by 

Ayfer Karakaya-Stump, Assistant Professor, College of William and Mary, Lyon G. Tyler 
Department of History, P.O. Box 8795, Williamsburg, VA 23187-8795, USA.
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1 This paper was presented at the “Alevi-Bektashi Communities in the Ottoman 
Realm: Sources, Paradigms and Historiography” conference co-organized by Bogaziçi 
and Harvard universities in Istanbul, in December 2011. An earlier version was read at the 
Indiana University “Turks and Islam” conference, in September 2010. It draws on my 
Ph.D. dissertation (Subjects, see infra, bibliographical references). 

2 Alevi communities, together with the Bektashi order, constitute the largest sectarian 
minority in Turkey. They make up 15-25% of the country’s population, with smaller 
pockets of related groups in the Balkans and Iraq. The Alevis, historically known as 
Kizilbash, were followers of Shah Ismail, the hereditary shaykh of the Safavi Sufi order 
and founder of the Safavid dynasty in 1501, and share in common with the Imami Shi‘is 
an attachment to the Twelve Imams, consisting of Imam ‘Ali and his eleven successors 
descending in the same line. Nevertheless, they are clearly set apart from mainstream 

T
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definition “syncretistic” and “heterodox,” with pre-Islamic Turkish reli-
gions, envisaging a direct continuity between the two. More specifically, 
he associated Turkish folk Islam with Central Asian shamanism as pre-
served and transmitted under the cloak of popular Sufism, in particular 
that of the Central Asian Yeseviyye order.

According to Köprülü, the main conveyors of this undifferentiated folk 
religion were the nomadic Turkmen tribes who persisted in their attach-
ment to their ancient shamanistic beliefs and practices even as they 
no minally converted to Islam and later migrated to Anatolia, and who 
thus remained oblivious to the orthodox version of religion and its cos-
mopolitan high culture which took root among their settled compatriots.3 
Such deviant movements as popular Shi‘i and esoteric (ba†ini) currents 
found fertile ground among the nomadic Turkmens, purportedly because 
of these movements’ doctrinal simplicity and because of the Turkmens’ 
inherent syncretistic disposition. The picture was completed by the 
he terodox Turkmen religious leaders, called babas and dedes, who were 
conceived by Köprülü as successors to the pre-Islamic shaman/bards 
(kam-ozan), now appearing under a Sufi garment. These Turkmen babas 
were the instigators of the 13th-century Baba’i revolt – according to 
Köprülü the seminal event in the development of Anatolian heterodo-
xies – the legacy of which was taken over by the dervish group known 
as the Abdals of Rum who eventually passed it on to the Bektashis.

Köprülü’s binary framework based on a rigid separation between high 
and low Islam, and his conception of a timeless and insular heterodox 
tradition transferred by the Turkmen nomads from Central Asia to Ana-
tolia, and inherited in its new home by successive heterodox circles 

Shi‘is by the heavy doses of mysticism that mark their teachings, by their antinomianism 
with regard to formal aspects of normative Islam, and by their distinct liturgy, the cem, 
attended by both men and women, where hymns by mystical poets including Îata’i (pen 
name of Shah Isma‘il ) are recited. Köprülü, notably, does not delve into the Safavi con-
nection of the Kizilbash/Alevis in his works, rendering them simply as lay disciples of the 
Bektashiyye. 

3 Köprülü’s first major work, in which he established a direct connection between 
Central Asian and Anatolian literary and religious traditions on the basis of a study of the 
seminal figures of AÌmed Yesevi and Yunus Emre, was Türk Edebiyatında Ilk 
Mutasavvıflar (see infra, bibligoraphic references). In this book Köprülü questioned the 
historicity of Bektashi claims to Yesevi ancestory, but later he changed his opinion, treat-
ing the Bektashiyye as the primary heir of the Yesevi legacy in Anatolia; see Köprülü, 
“AÌmed Yesevî.” For Köprülü’s basic narrative on the development of Islam and Turkish 
Sufism in Anatolia, see id., “Anadolu’da Islâmiyet.” Specifically for his views on sha-
manistic influences in Yesevi and Bektashi origins, see id., “Bekta≥iligin Men≥eleri,”; id., 
 Influence. 
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within a linear evolutionary scheme, shaped the direction of future stu-
dies on popular religion in Anatolia. The two major representatives of the 
Köprülü paradigm, I. Mélikoff4 and A. Y. Ocak,5 followed Köprülü’s 
example, treating Kizilbash/Alevism, in conjunction with Bektashism, as 
the main expression of Turkish folk Islam, further elaborating on 
Köprülü’s basic thesis, discerning additional evidence in Alevi-Bektashi 
hagiography and lore in the shape of nature cults and miracle motifs 
associated with shamans in pre-Islamic times. The works of Mélikoff and 
Ocak, and through them the Köprülü paradigm (albeit in a simplified 
and further ethnicized fashion), attained a wide circulation, especially 
among Alevi-Bektashi communities in the aftermath of the Alevi cultural 
revival of the late 1980s and early 1990s.6 The subsequent extensive dis-
semination of the notion of Alevi-Bektashi culture as a natural extension 
of the Central Asian Yesevi tradition and a repository of the pre-Islamic 
Turkish culture also has had a major impact on the related groups’ self-
perception and understanding of their own histories. Notwithstanding 
large numbers of Kurdish and Zaza-speaking Kizilbash/Alevis, who were 
rendered as “assimilated Turks” within a nationalist framework, a flood 
of popular publications have over and over again detected shamanistic 
imprints in the religious and cultural traditions of the present-day 
 Alevi-Bektashi communities, thereby confirming their authentic Turkish 
 origins.7

While the Köprülü paradigm still holds sway in the field and awaits a 
systematic and comprehensive reassessment, several scholars have been 
taking aim, directly or indirectly, at its conceptual foundations. These 
scholars have variously cast doubt on the two-tiered model of religion 
based on an assumed impermeable boundary between high and low 
Islam; have questioned the aggregation under the heading of “folk reli-
gion” of various distinct religious movements without proper historical 

4 Of Mélikoff’s numerous articles related to the subject, see, for example, “Le prob-
lème;” “Recherches.” For her most recent summation of her findings and arguments, see 
Hadji Bektach; for a critical review, see Algar, “Review”. 

5 See, most importantly, his Bekta≥î Menâkıbnâmelerinde Islam Öncesi Inanç Moti-
fleri; Babaîler Isyanı; Osmanlı Imparatorlugunda Marjinal Sûfilik; and his collection of 
essays, Türk Sufïligine Bakı≥lar. 

6 The publication in Turkish of Mélikoff’s collected articles in 1993 played a particu-
larly crucial role in bringing about the wide circulation of the idea of Alevism as Islami-
cized shamanism within Turkey: Uyur Idik Uyardılar. 

7 For a brief overview of competing discourses on Alevism following the Alevi Cul-
tural revival, see Vorhoff, “The Past.” 
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contextualization, and the deployment of survival theories and the idea 
of “insufficient Islamization” for their explication; and have disputed 
the objectification as taxonomic tools of such normative concepts as 
“heterodoxy” and “syncretism.”8

To some extent taking my cue from these insightful conceptual inter-
ventions, I propose in this paper a reexamination of the Köprülü para-
digm primarily on empirical grounds. I will do so in light of newly sur-
faced Alevi documents, complemented by some recently discovered 
archival evidence, which contest the Köprülü paradigm with regard to its 
assumption of Yesevi origins of Kizilbash/Alevism and to the extent it 
uses that assumption to attribute the primary constitutive role in the 
make-up of popular religion in Anatolia to nominally Islamic or pre-
Islamic Central Asian religious traditions. These new empirical findings 
disclose, among other things, an extensive presence in late medieval Ana-
tolia of the Iraqi-born Vefa‘i order, and a historical affinity between this 
order and a large web in Eastern and Central Anatolia of Kizilbash/Alevi 
saintly lineages, known as ocaks (lit. hearths), whose members, the dedes 
or pirs (lit. elder), function as spiritual leaders of the Kizilbash/Alevi 
communities.

The Vefa’iyye is not a complete novelty in the field of Turkish/Otto-
man history, as scholars have long been aware of a few prominent Sufis 
affiliated with the Vefa’iyye in the circle of the early Ottoman rulers. 
Among them are Shaykh Ede Bali (1206-1326), who interpreted ’Osman 
Beg’s famous dream foretelling the grandeur of the Ottoman Empire, and 
Geyikli Baba, who accompanied ’Osman’s son and successor OrÌan 
du ring his siege of the city of Bursa. Moreover, the famous Ottoman 
chronicler, ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade, traced his family origins to Baba Ilyas, a 
Vefa‘i shaykh who led the mid-13th-century Baba’i Revolt against the 
reigning sultan of the Anatolian Seljuks.9 Notwithstanding these few 
well-known cases, however, there are no known narrative sources from 
before the late 15th century that allude to any Vefa‘i presence in Anato-
lia, and the late-15th and 16th-century Ottoman sources that speak of 

8 Kafadar, Between two Worlds, esp. p. 53-54; Karamustafa, God’s Unruly Friends, 
p. 4-11; DeWeese, Islamization, esp. p. 17-39; id., “Foreword;” Wolper, Cities, p. 4-7; 
Yürekli Görkay, Legend, esp. Introduction; Dressler, “How to Conceptualize Inner- 
Islamic Plurality.” 

9 “Ben ki faÈir Dervi≥ AÌmed ’A≥ıÈiyem ibni ≤eyÌ YaÌya ibni ≤eyÌ Süleyman ve ibni 
Bali sul†anü’l-’ali ’A≥ıÈ Pa≥ayam ve ibni mür≥idü’l-afaÈ MuÌliÒ Pa≥ayam ve ibni Èu†bü’d-
devran Baba Ilyas, Ìalifetü’s-Seyyid Ebü’l-Vefa‘ Tacü’l-’arifin”: ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade Tarihi, 
henceforth Apz. 
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Vefa‘i connections of Ede Bali, Geyikli Baba and Baba Ilyas do so only 
briefly and in  passing.10

The newly surfaced Alevi documents, on the other hand, indicate that 
these individual cases are only tip-of-the-iceberg representatives of a 
much more pervasive Vefa‘i presence in Anatolia which cut across social, 
political and even sectarian divisions. The story of the Vefa’iyye began 
with its eponym, Ebü’l-Vefa’ Tacül-‘Arifin el-Bagdadi (Abu’l-Wafa‘ Taj 
al-‘Arifin al-Baghdadi), in 11th-century Iraq, but the Iraqi branch of the 
order soon faded away, leaving behind no visible imprints. However, 
various offshoots thrived in Anatolia from the late 12th or early 13th cen-
turies on. Of these, a relatively extensive Vefa‘i network in eastern Ana-
tolia came to constitute one of the major building blocks of the Kizilbash 
movement through the course of the late 15th and early 16th centuries.

The surprising scarcity of traces of the Vefa’iyye in the narrative 
sources despite this important place it apparently occupied in Anatolian 
religious history is at least partially caused by the later conflation of the 
order’s legacy with that of the Bektashi tradition as it was configured 
within a Yesevi framework in the classical Bektashi hagiographic litera-
ture.11 It is significant in this regard that F. Köprülü attributed Yesevi 
origins to Turkish folk Islam in the absence of sufficient factual evidence 
of a sizeable Yesevi presence in medieval Anatolia,12 and primarily on 
the authority of the late 15th century hagiographic vita of Îaci Bekta≥, 
the Velayetname, which portrayed the saint as a disciple of AÌmed Yes-
evi, the eponym of the Yesevi order, and the accounts of the 17th-century 
Ottoman traveler Evliya‘ Çelebi, whose assimilation of various Bektashi 
saints to the Yeseviyye was probably a reflection of related Bektashi 
claims which must have been well-established at the time.13

10 Regarding individual Vefa‘i dervishes in pre- and early-Ottoman Anatolia, see 
Gölpınarlı, Yunus Emre, p. 17-50; Inalcık, “How to Read ’AshıÈ Pasha-zade’s History;” 
Kafadar, Between two Worlds, p. 74, p. 128-129; Ocak, Babaîler Isyanı, p. 74-76; Elvan 
Çelebi, Menâkıbu’l-Kudsiyye fî Menâsıbi’l-Ünsiyye, p. xxvi-xxx. Based on these figures, 
the first scholar to note the potential importance of the Vefa’iyye for medieval Anatolian 
history was Gölpınarlı, Yunus Emre, followed more recently by Karamustafa, “Early 
Sufism.” 

11 For the Bektashiyye’s incorporation of various orders and dervish groups under its 
banner during the process of its full-fledged establishment, see Karamustafa, “Ëalen-
ders;” however, Karamustafa does not include the Vefa‘i order in his discussion. 

12 This point was earlier made in Karamustafa, “Yesevîlik.” 
13 Köprülü, Türk Edebiyatında Ilk Mutasavvıflar, see esp. p. 46-59 and p. 108-118. 
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ALEVI DOCUMENTS: THE VEFA‘I IJAZAS

The Alevi documents upon which this paper chiefly draws have come 
to light relatively recently, following the so-called Alevi cultural revival 
of the late 1980s and early 1990s. For centuries, they have been kept 
hidden away from outsiders’ gaze in the private collections of Alevi 
dede/pir families as certification of their sayyidhood, or descent from the 
Prophet MuÌammad (through his daughter, Fa†ima, and son-in-law, ‘Ali 
ibn Abi ™alib), a claim which also forms the basis of these families’ ocak 
status. Among the Alevi documents are included genres that are associ-
ated with the Sufi and Shi’i milieux, including shajaras, or sayyid gene-
alogies; ijazas (Turk. ijazetname), or Sufi diplomas; Ìilafetnames, or 
Sufi diplomas concerning appointments to the position of Ìalife; and 
ziyaretnames verifying their holders’ visits to Shi‘i/Alevi sacred sites, as 
well as a variety of other documents relating to more worldly matters. 
Spanning a long period of time, from the late-14th to the mid-20th cen-
turies, the Alevi documents variously use Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
with some containing a polyglot content. They have often reached us not 
in their initial compilations, but as later-made copies of the physically 
deteriorated originals, and sometimes embedded in long scrolls compri-
sing multiple, at times undated, documents or document fragments.

Among the Alevi documents, the most relevant to the paper at hand 
are about a dozen or so ijazas of the Vefa‘i order, all in Arabic, which 
collectively constitute the oldest cluster. With the exception of two from 
the second half of the 15th century and another undated one reframed as 
a shajara in the 19th century, all the extant Vefa‘i ijazas date from the 
16th century. In a few cases, we are fortunate to also have additional 
copies of the same original made at different times, variations among 
which allow us to observe shifting cultural and religious preferences as 
the Vefa’iyye evolved and eventually coalesced with the Kizilbash move-
ment. A second set of Alevi documents that relate to our current discus-
sion are shajaras tracing back to Ebü’l-Vefa’ Tacü’l-’Arifin, the eponym 
of the Vefa’iyye whose own pedigree reaches the Prophet MuÌammad 
through his great grandson Zayn al-’Abidin. These shajaras, mostly from 
the 18th and 19th centuries, were issued or renewed by the naqib al-
ashraf (Turk. naÈibü’l-e≥raf) in Karbala, who relied as evidence of 
 sayyidhood either on the testimony of two or more witnesses or on the 
authority of formerly granted shajaras. Occasionally in these shajaras, 
reference is also made to older Vefa‘i ijazas for verification of claims of 
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sayyidhood, or the shajaras themselves are ijazas reconfigured as such 
with the omission of irrelevant parts of the text and the updating of the 
genealogical trees.14

One of the oldest of the Vefa‘i ijazas that have reached us bears the 
date 10 muÌarram 905/1499.15 Issued by one Sayyid MuÌammad 
b. Sayyid Ibrahim, it was granted to Shaykh MuÌammad b. Shaykh 
Îasan al-GarÈini on the occasion of his elevation to the position of kha-
lifa (Turk. Ìalife) with authority of initiation into the Vefa’iyye order. 
The text includes the entire Vefa‘i chain of initiation reaching Imam ‘Ali 
via Ebü’l-Vefa’, as well as the genealogical tree of Ebü’l-Vefa’ showing 
his sayyid descent. One particularly interesting feature of this ijaza is its 
prologue, in which tribute is paid – in addition to God, the Prophet 
MuÌammad, his family and companions, and ’Ali – to the first three 
Sunni caliphs, Abu Bakr, ’Umar, and ’Uthman, as well as to a few major 
Shi’i/Alevi figures, including Imam Îusayn, Imam Îasan, and the two 
uncles of the Prophet MuÌammad, Îamza and ’Abbas. This particular 
combination of religious figures, noteworthy for its sectarian eclecticism, 
mirrors the evolving Vefa‘i legacy in the Anatolian context, from 
(no minal?) Sunnism in the context of 11th-century Iraq to a state of 
sectarian fluidity, or “metadoxy,”16 in post-Mongol Anatolia, and even-
tually to a strident Shi’i/’Alid outlook in tandem with growing confes-
sionalization following the Ottoman-Safavid rivalry.17 Later efforts to 

14 For an overview of Alevi documents, see Karakaya-Stump, “Documents.” 
15 Family Documents (henceforth FD) of Ahmet Rıza Kargın (d. 2007), born in the 

village of Dedekargın, Yazıhan-Malatya, member of the ocak of Dede Kargın; originals 
currently in the archives of Türk Kültürü ve Hacı Bekta≥ Ara≥tırma Merkezi in Ankara. 
Most of the documents coming from this collection were translated in 1951 into modern 
Turkish by Naci Kum Atabeyli in his unpublished Dedekargın-Karkınogulları-Çepniler; 
later published in appendix to Kı≥lalı, Ye≥ilyurt eds., Dede Kargın ≤iirler. Translations of 
these documents into Turkish also appeared in Yalçın, Yılmaz, “Kargın Ocaklı Boyu ile 
Ilgili Yeni Belgeler”. But none of these translations is entirely reliable. 

16 Kafadar, Between two Worlds, p. 76. Kafadar questions the adequacy of a strict 
Sunni/Shi’i dichotomy, as well as the formulation of notions of orthodoxy and heterodoxy 
along sectarian lines when dealing with the religious history of late medieval Anatolia. 
He instead proposes the term “metadoxy” as a more appropriate description of the com-
plex religious picture, especially in the frontier regions of Anatolia and the Balkans 
between the 11th and 15th centuries. He defines metadoxy as “a state of being beyond 
doxies, a combination of being doxy-naïve and not being doxy-minded, as well as the 
absence of a state that was interested in rigorously defining and strictly enforcing an 
orthodoxy”. 

17 Far from being unique, the apparent trajectory followed by the Vefa’iyye fits well 
with broader historical patterns of Islamic piety. During the lifetime of Ebü’l-Vefa’, in the 
11th century, Sufism typically functioned within a Sunni framework. The period following 
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erase traces of past Sunni affiliation and/or sectarian metadoxy can occa-
sionally be detected in cases of multiple copies of a single ijaza made at 
different dates. For example, the two otherwise nearly identical copies of 
an ijaza, dated dhu’l-Ìijja 855/1451 and dhu’l-Ìijja 990/1582, are dif-
ferentiated from one another in terms of their prologues; while the older 
one mentions the names of the first three Sunni caliphs, the later omits 
them, instead paying tribute to the Twelve Imams. Similarly in the latter, 
we see that the name of Sayyid Mina‘ al-Δin ’Uthman is modified to 
Sayyid Qasim.18

Overall, these and other Vefa‘i ijazas, when studied in combination 
with the rest of the documents of individual dede families and their oral 
histories, leave little doubt about the historical affinity of a number of 
prominent Alevi saintly lineages with the Vefa‘i order. They indicate 
that, from the second half of the 15th century onwards, multiple branches 
of the Vefa‘i order in Eastern Anatolia came to be assimilated under the 
common flag of the messianic Safavi movement, gradually losing their 
independent order structures, and evolving into distinct components of 
the Alevi ocak system. The existing Vefa‘i ijazas were subsequently 
 rendered obsolete relics of past history, valued from then on solely as 
documentation of the related dede families’ sayyid descent and/or 
ocakzade status.

THE ALEVI OCAKS OF VEFA‘I ORIGIN

The historic stronghold of Vefa‘i cum Kizilbash ocaks was the upper 
Euphrates basin and its environs stretching from Malatya to Erzincan and 
from Sivas to Elazıg, regions with the highest concentration of Alevi 
communities in modern times. Among these ocaks were the Dede 
Kargıns, whose area of influence extended southward from the western 

the mid-13th century Mongol invasions, however, witnessed the absorption of strong 
Shi’i/’Alid influences by mystical orders in general, including apparently the Vefa’iyye. 
Of course, the possibility of a distortion in the sources regarding the sectarian affinity of 
Ebü’l-Vefa’, or his having practiced taqiyya (pious dissimulation) like many other Shi’is, 
cannot be entirely dismissed, although at this point we have no concrete evidence pointing 
to either of these possibilities. 

18 FD of Muharrem Naci Orhan (d. 2010), born in the village of Mineyik (Kuyudere), 
Arguvan-Malatya, member of the ocak of Imam Zeynel Abidin. 
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side of the Euphrates basin; and two mür≥id lines,19 including the 
 Aguiçens and the ocak of Imam Zeynel Abidin, and the affiliates of 
these, who mainly inhabited the region stretching northward and east-
ward from the opposite side of the Euphrates River.

Of all the Alevi ocaks, the ocak of Dede Kargın is the one whose 
hi story is best documented. Its eponym, Dede GarÈin, is mentioned in 
the 14th-century MenaÈıbu’l-Èudsiyye by Elvan Çelebi, where he appears 
as an eminent Sufi shaykh closely affiliated with Baba Ilyas al- Khorasani, 
the leader of the 13th-century Baba‘i revolt. The family documents of the 
ocak suggest that the Dede Kargıns, just like Baba Ilyas, had Khorasan-
ian origins, more specifically that they had historical links with the well-
known sayyids of Tirmidh.20 While it is not clear when they first arrived 
in Anatolia, it seems probable that they entered the peninsula from the 
south, possibly via Aleppo, a region historically known for its large Turk-
men population, as well as for having a Vefa‘i presence until at least the 
mid-16th century.21

Several sources, when taken together, indicate a continuous presence 
of the Dede Kargıns and their disciple communities, probably mostly of 
Turkmen origin, in southeastern Anatolia since late medieval times. In 
addition to Elvan Çelebi’s MenaÈıbu’l-Èudsiyye, which portray Dede 
GarÈin as one of the proponents of the 13th-century Baba‘i Revolt head-
quartered in this region, the hagiographic vita of Îaci Bekta≥, Velayet-
name, put into writing in the late 15th century, reports an anecdote 
involving some disciples or descendants of Dede Kargın (Dede Garkın 
ogulları) in Åu’l-Èadirli, historically comprising the provinces of Malatya, 
Mara≥, and surrounding areas.22 Archival evidence and family documents 
that become available from the early 16th century on confirm the Dede 
Kargıns’ long-standing connection with the southeastern provinces. 
According to Ottoman tax registers for 914/1518, in the district of Ber-
riyecik in the province of Mardin there was a relatively sizeable village 

19 Each Alevi community, whether defined on the basis of a village or a tribe, or a 
subsection of either of the two, is attached to a particular saintly lineage, or ocak. Members 
of these ocaks, the dedes or pirs (lit. “elder”), function as the religious leaders of their 
respective talib (disciple) communities. The ocaks are in turn connected to one another in 
a loosely hierarchical structure, with certain ones being recognized as the mür≥id ocaks 
(supreme spiritual guides) within the ocak network of particular regions. 

20 FD of Ahmet Rıza Kargın; for a detailed discussion of the related documents, see 
Karakaya-Stump, Subjects, p. 69-70. For the Tirmidhi sayyids, see Barthold, “Tirmidh.” 

21 Watenpaugh. “Deviant Dervishes.” 
22 Vilâyet-nâme, p. 21-22. 
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by the name of Dede GarÈin, which had a zaviye, whose foundation 
clearly pre-dated the establishment of Ottoman rule in the region.23 
 Furthermore, before the arrival of the Ottomans, a major branch of the 
Dede Kargıns had already settled in the village of Bimare (Bimare), 
located according to the Ottoman land survey register of Malatya from 
967/1560 in the district of Keder Beyt (today part of the district of 
Akçadag). Dede Kargıns in Bimare were recognized by the Mamluks as 
sayyids and dervishes and were given certain tax privileges which the 
Ottomans later affirmed and continued when they conquered the region 
from the Mamluks.24 By the middle of the 16th century, the Dede 
Kargıns’ sphere of influence in the region was extensive. In a scroll 
found among the documents of the ocak, dated rama∂an 963/1556 and 
rajab 971/1564, there is a list of over 125 villages and of several tribes 
affiliated with the Dede Kargıns.25 The overwhelming majority of vil-
lages listed are included in the Ottoman land surveys from the 16th cen-
tury. When mapped, the locations of these villages indicate that the 
neighboring districts of Akçadag, Keder Beyt, Subadra, Arguvan, Kasaba, 
Pagnik, Mu≥ar, and Cuba≥, all of them – with the exception of Mu≥ar – 
situated to the west of the Euphrates River, made up a relatively 

23 Ba≥bakanlık Osmanlı Ar≥ivi (BOA), TD #64, 924/1518, 363, also cited in Bülbül, 
XVI. Yüzyılda Diyarbekir Beylerbeyligi’ndeki Yer Isimleri, p. 121, p. 142. 

24 Yinanç, Elibüyük, Kanunî Devri Malatya Tahrir Defteri, p. 140. A synopsis of the 
ferman dated 930/1524, a deteriorated copy of which is found among the Dede Kargın 
documents, is included under the entry of the village of Bimare located in Keder Beyt. It 
talks of three individuals with the titles “dervish”, “sayyid” and “shaykh,” who were 
most likely ancestors of the Dede Kargıns; the ferman was issued to confirm their tax 
privileges, which they had had since Mamluk times: “Ìaliya ol vilayet (Malatya) müced-
deden yazılup defter oldukda Èarye-i Bimari’de Baba(?) GarÈin(?) […] hümayunuma 
gelüp Dervi≥ ’Ali ve Seyyid Nu‘man ve ≤eyh ‘Isa nam-ı güzineler ÒaliÌ ve mütedeyyin 
kimesneler olup ‘araÈ-ı cebineleri ile zindegani idüp ayendeye ve revendeye ÌiÂmet idüp 
eyyam-ı Çerakiseden fetÌ-i ÌaÈaniye gelinceyek ‘örfler olan yirler ve eger ‘ö≥r-i ≥er‘i ve 
‘örfiyi eda idüp resm-i çiftden ve ‘adet-i agnamdan ve nüzuldan ve […] ‘avarız-ı divani-
yye(?) ve tekalif-i padi≥ahiyyeden <mu‘af> ve müsellemlerine(?) olageldükleri sebebden 
sabıÈa defter-i cedid mu‘af ve müsellemlerin Èayd olundılar,…”: FD of Ahmet Rıza 
Kargın. 

25 The list is followed by a note in Turkish to the effect that these disciple communities 
were obliged to provide ocak members three okes of butter and three sheep annually: 
“Cümle-i meÂkurunlaruñ üçer ya≥ar Èurban ve neÂr-i zekat evlad-ı evlad ve daÌi her kim 
bunuñ dü≥elgesine †ama‘ eyleye la‘net ibni la‘netdür. Ëanun-i Dede GarÈini çıraÈ ve 
Èurban […] her ev ba≥ına yılda üç nügi yag ve üç ya≥ar Èurban Èadimü’l-eyyamdan ila 
yevmina haÂaya dek meÂkur Dede GarÈin’e ‘aiddür ve raci‘dür, kimesne mani‘ olmaya…”: 
FD of Ahmet Rıza Kargın. 
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 well-defined region within the province of Malatya where the Dede 
Kargıns were influential.26

In contrast to the Dede Kargıns, whose area of influence extended 
southwest from the western side of the Euphrates basin, the other group 
of Alevi ocaks of Vefa‘i origin, including the Aguiçens and the ocak of 
Imam Zeynel Abidin and their affiliates, inhabited the mainly Kurdish 
and Zaza-speaking region stretching northward and eastward from the 
opposite side of the Euphrates river. Even though the earliest written 
documents locating dedes affiliated with these ocaks in this region date 
to the early 17th century, it is more likely that their links to the area go 
back even further. These two ocaks appear to have migrated into Anato-
lia directly from Iraq, the cradle of the Vefa’iyye, and are recognized in 
their respective territories as mür≥id ocaks, which means that they occupy 
the apex of the regional Alevi ocak hierarchy. They must owe this status 
to their descent from the progeny of Sayyid Khamis, a nephew and one 
of the seven adopted sons of Ebü’l-Vefa‘ Tacü’l-’Arifin. The extant 
Vefa‘i ijazas suggest that the authority of the silsila descending from 
Sayyid Khamis was recognized at some point in the past by all dede 
lineages with a Vefa‘i affiliation, including the Dede Kargıns. These 
documents further reveal that a certain Sayyid MuÌammad b. Sayyid 
Ibrahim, one of the ancestors of the Zeynel Abidin ocak, was still actively 
issuing Vefa‘i ijazas in eastern Anatolia well into the first half of the 
16th century. But the lack of any new Vefa‘i ijazas after him among the 
extant Alevi documents, suggests that by the end of his tenure as the head 
of the order, the merger of the Vefa’iyye with the Kizilbash milieu was 
more or less complete.

Despite all these documents coming from Alevi dede/pir families, 
however, no deliberate memories of this Vefa‘i past seem to have been 
preserved in the Alevi oral tradition, except some faint traces. The ero-
sion of Vefa‘i memory, although being to some extent a natural corollary 
of the fusion of the Vefa’iyye with the larger Kizilbash milieu, also 
involved the absorption of the Vefa‘i legacy into that of the Bektashi 
tradition. This point can best be illustrated by looking at the assimilation 
into Bektashi lore of some historical figures whose Vefa‘i identity we can 
ascertain, thanks to some archival sources, as exemplified in the next 
section.

26 See Kum Atabeyli, “Dede Kargın-Karkınogulları,” p. 137-138, for a list of the vil-
lages and communities given in the document. 
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TRACKING THE VEFA’IYYE IN MEDIEVAL ANATOLIA

During the reign of Bayezid II, ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade’s disciple and son-in-
law Sayyid Velayet, who shared his father-in-law’s Vefa‘i heritage, com-
missioned one of his own disciples to translate from Arabic into Turkish 
the MenaÈıb-ı Seyyid Ebü’l-Vefa’, the hagiographic vita of the founder 
of the Vefa‘i order.27 To this Turkish translation was added an introduc-
tion focusing on Ede Bali, the Sufi shaykh who, as we learn from 
A≥ıÈpa≥azade’s chronicle, interpreted the founding dream of the Empire. 
The introduction, in addition to reiterating A≥ıÈpa≥azade’s claim concer-
ning Ede Bali’s legendary role in the formation of the Empire, further 
highlights the shaykh’s Vefa‘i identity.28 No other source, before or after, 
mentions Ede Bali’s affiliation with the Vefa’iyye.

Along with the extra introduction, the timing of this translation project 
is noteworthy. It cannot simply be a coincidence that it chronologically 
overlapped with the textualization of the Bektashi hagiographic works, 
which collectively attribute to the Bektashiyye the leading Sufi role in 
the drama of early Ottoman history by fashioning the Bektashi dervishes 
in close company with the early Ottoman rulers and ghazis. It is very 
likely that the labors of ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade and Sayyid Velayet to create a 
written record of the contributions of the Vefa‘i dervishes, especially that 
of Ede Bali, to the state-building enterprise of ’Osman and his descen-
dants were a response to the Vefa’iyye’s fading memory from the Otto-
mans’ historical consciousness concurrent to the rise of the Bektashiyye 
in this period as the sole claimant of the Ottoman frontier Sufi/dervish 
ethos. We can read within this same framework ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade’s pole-
mical remarks concerning Îaci Bekta≥, around whose cult the Bektashi 
order took shape. He portrays Îaci Bekta≥ as an ecstatic dervish, incapa-
ble of establishing an order and dismisses entirely the possibility that he 
met any of the Ottoman begs or was involved in the creation of the 
Janissary corps. ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade asserted that, upon arriving in Anatolia, 

27 MenaÈıb-ı Seyyid Ebü’l-Vefa’, Süleymaniye Library, Murad Buhari, MS #257, 
henceforth MenaÈıb-Turkish. Sayyid Velayet’s familial Vefa‘i connection is noted in the 
introduction as such: “Îazret-i Seyyid Velayet’üñ babası Seyyid AÌmed [bin] Seyyid IsÌaÈ 
bin Seyyid ‘Allame’d-din bin Seyyid Îalil bin Seyyid Cihangir ibn Seyyid Pir Îayate’d-
din. Îazret-i Tacü’l ’arifin anı ogul edinmi≥dür ve hem iki Èarda≥ ‘iyalleridür,…” (ibid, 
fol. 5a). 

28 MenaÈıb-Turkish, fols. 2a-3b. 
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Îaci Bekta≥ went straight to Sivas to see Baba Ilyas, a Vefa‘i shaykh, 
thus implicitly acknowledging the latter’s seniority and eminence.29

Notwithstanding ’A≥ıÈpa≥azade’s and Sayyid Velayet’s efforts, Ebü’l-
Vefa‘ Tacü’l-’Arifin and his order, the Vefa’iyye, are rarely encountered 
in general histories of Islamic mysticism. According to his hagiography, 
our main source on the topic, supplemented by a few other Sufi bio-
graphical dictionaries,30 Ebü’l-Vefa‘ al-Baghdadi (417/1026-501/1107) 
was an Iraqi by birth, and spent virtually his entire life in and around 
Baghdad. His real name was MuÌammad. His father, also named MuÌam-
mad, was a descendant of Imam Zayn al-’Abidin. Escaping the persecu-
tion against sayyids, the father of Ebü’l-Vefa’ settled among tribal Kurds 
and married a Kurdish woman; it was into this marriage that Ebü’l-Vefa’ 
was born. Known also by the nisba al-Kurdi, Ebü’l-Vefa’ was thus par-
tially of Kurdish origin, grew up among Kurds, and spoke only Kurdish, 
until when, one day, the Prophet appeared to him in a dream and mira-
culously taught him Arabic.31 Although married, he remained celibate 
throughout his entire life and had no biological offspring. His spiritual 
legacy was passed down through his seven adopted sons, many of whom 
were his blood relatives. One of them was Sayyid Khamis, who was the 
biological son of Ebü’l-Vefa’’s brother Sayyid Ghanim. He appears in 
the Alevi documents as the biological ancestor of a group of related Alevi 
mür≥id ocaks in Eastern Anatolia, including most importantly the afore-
mentioned Aguiçens and the ocak of Imam Zeynel Abidin.

According to his hagiography, Ebü’l-Vefa’ had hundreds of thousands 
of followers coming from different regional, ethnic, and social back-
grounds – so much so that the contemporary Abbasid caliph, intimidated 
by the vast number of his devotees, summoned him to Baghdad to have 
his orthodoxy tested in the presence of 40 leading members of the ula-
ma.32 Even though he ended up being exonerated by the end of the trial, 
multiple anecdotes in his hagiography illustrate that Ebü’l-Vefa’ and his 

29 Apz, p. 237-238. Îaci Bekta≥’ involvement with the Baba’i milieu raises the issue 
of his own Vefa‘i affiliation, as suggested, for example, in the 14th-century hagiography 
of the famous Mevlana Celaleddin-i Rumi: Shams al-Din AÌmad al-Aflaki al-’Arifi, 
ManaÈib, vol. 1, p. 381. Though relevant, a detailed discussion of this issue is beyond the 
immediate limits of this paper. 

30 Aside from the hagiography, the most important source on Ebü’l-Vefa’ is Tiryaq 
al-muÌibbin fi †abaqat khirqat al-mashayikh al-’Arifin by Taqi al-Din ’Abd al-RaÌman 
b. ’Abd al-MuÌsin al-Wasi†i (d. 1343), henceforth: ™abaqat -Wasi†i. 

31 MenaÈıb-Turkish, fols. 14b-15a. 
32 Ibid., fols. 27b-29b. 
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followers were engaged in ritual practices which were suspect in the eyes 
of the orthodox ulama, such as sama‘ and religious ceremonies attended 
by both men and women.33 Yet Ebü’l-Vefa’ is also emphatically described 
in his hagiography as a Sunni keenly opposed to the Shi’is.34 Considering 
the period in which Ebü’l-Vefa’ lived, mainly the 11th century, his por-
trayal as a Sunni comes as less of a surprise, for Sufism in this era was 
mainly a Sunni phenomenon.35 The lifetime of Ebü’l-Vefa’ also coin-
cided with the formative period of the major †ariqa lines. Though none 
are counted among the main orders, in the literature we come across 
multiple orders with the name Vefa’iyye. Of these, the only one linked 
to Ebü’l-Vefa‘ al-Baghdadi is called Shunbukiyya-Vefa’iyye, a double 
name derived from Ebü’l-Vefa’ and his shaykh, al-Shunbuki, which some 
sources associate with the Rifa’iyya order despite the fact that AÌmad 
al-Rifa’i (1106-1182) lived after Ebü’l-Vefa’.36

Already during his lifetime, Ebü’l-Vefa’’s network of followers 
appears to have expanded beyond Iraq, into regions as far apart as Leba-
non and Bukhara. Later Vefa‘i presence is also attested in the literature 
in Egypt and Aleppo, as well as in Anatolia, although it is not clear when 
the seeds of this order were first planted in these localities.37 While there 
are no narrative sources from before the late 15th century alluding to any 
Vefa‘i presence in Anatolia, thanks to two Arabic waqfiyyas (Turk. vaÈfi-
yye), deeds of trust for a pious foundation, discovered and published by 

33 For communal rituals attended by both men and women, see the anecdote recounted 
in MenaÈıb-Turkish, fols. 101a-102a, according to which the caliph, as a sign of his 
di strust of the orthodoxy of Ebü’l-Vefa’, sends large amounts of wine to be consumed 
during communal rituals. However, Ebü’l-Vefa’ miraculously transforms the wine into 
butter and honey and subsequently counters the caliph’s move by sending him a cup 
containing a piece of fire (representing men’s lust) and some cotton (representing women’s 
sensuality) with a piece of ice between. The ice (representing the shaykh’s spiritual power) 
prevents the cotton from catching fire. 

34 In various anecdotes, Ebü’l-Vefa’ is shown as actively opposing Shi‘is, called 
Rafizis, and upholding the legitimacy of the first three Sunni caliphs; see, for example 
MenaÈıb-Turkish, fols. 59a-60a. According to ™abaqat-Wasi†i, Ebü’l-Vefa’ belonged to 
the Shaf‘i madhhab (legal school), while MenaÈıb-Turkish claims that he did not adhere 
to any madhhab exclusively, instead choosing to follow one of the four Sunni schools on 
different issues: fol. 10a. 

35 See n. 17 for an elaboration on this point. 
36 ™abaqat-Wasi†i, p. 7; Trimingham, The Sufi Orders, p. 281. 
37 A zawiya affiliated with the Shunbukiyya-Vefa‘iyye, founded in Cairo in 1526 is 

mentioned in Trimingham, op. cit., p. 281; and at least one of the close disciples of Ebü’l-
Vefa’, a certain MuÌammad MiÒri, appears to be of Egyptian origin: MenaÈıb-Turkish, 
fol. 41a. For a 16th-century dervish in Aleppo affiliated with the Vefa’iyye, see 
 Watenpaugh, “Deviant Dervishes.” 
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H. Yüksel, we can now trace the settlement of Vefa‘i dervishes in  Anatolia 
as far back as the 13th century.38

One of these waqfiyyas records the endowment established by Sultan 
Giyase’d-din KeyÌusrev III (1266-1284) in ≥a‘ban 672/1274 for the 
zawiya (Turk. zaviye) of a certain Shaykh Marzuban located in Zara, a 
district of the province of Sivas. In the text of the original wakfiyya, 
Shaykh Marzuban’s full name is given as “Shaykh MaÌmud b. Sayyid 
’Ali al-Îusayni al-Bagdadi,” his nisbas indicating his descent from 
Imam Îusayn and his Baghdadian origins. But we see two more nisbas, 
“al-Wafa‘i al-Îanafi,” added to his name in a second wakfiyya esta-
blished for his zawiya in muÌarram 943/1536.39 Interesting to note: this 
zawiya is included as “Merziban Velî Ahioglu Zâviyesi” in the list of 
Bektashi convents compiled by Bedri Noyan. Noyan notes that Shaykh 
Marzuban is known in Alevi lore as a descendant of Imam Zayn 
 al-’Abidin and provides a poem by the 20th-century Alevi poet A≥ık Ali 
Izzet Özkan praising the shaykh. In this poem, Özkan refers to Shaykh 
Marzuban as “mür≥id” and “pir,” and recounts a miracle in which he 
turns wine sent by the ruler of the time into honey and butter.40 In his 
MenaÈıb, the same miracle is attributed to Ebü’l-Vefa’.41

The second waqfiyya, of which we have only a 19th-century copy, 
belongs to the zawiya of Shaykh Bahlul Baba located in the Su≥ehri 
district of the province of Sivas. In addition to the geographical proxi mity 
of the two zawiyas, we may note that the same sultan who established 
the endowment for Shaykh Marzuban’s zawiya also endowed Shaykh 
Bahlul’s zawiya. The two waqfiyyas, moreover, bear the same date.42 
Without citing his source, Hüseyin Hüsameddin claims that Bahlul Baba 
was the son of Baba Ilyas Khorasani’s brother and Ìalife, who was later 
exiled to Su≥ehri.43 The waqfiyya does not include any data confirming 
this assertion, although Shaykh Bahlul Baba’s full name is given as 
“Shaykh Bahlul Dana b. Îusayn al-Khorasani,” his nisba clearly  pointing 

38 Yüksel, “Bir Babaî (Vefaî) ≤eyhi Zaviyesi;” id., “Selçuklular Döneminden Kalma 
bir Vefaî Zaviyesi.” 

39 Yüksel, “Selçuklular Döneminden Kalma Bir Vefaî Zaviyesi,”. 
40 Noyan, Bütün Yönleriyle Bektâ≥îlik, p. 331-332. The first stanza of the poem is as 

follows: “Güzel Sivas Zara Tekke Köyünde / ≤eyh Merziban Velî gibi er yatar / Ham-
dolsun yüz sürdüm ocak ayında / Bu tekkede mür≥îd yatar, pîr yatar.” 

41 See n. 33. 
42 Yüksel, “Bir Babaî (Vefaî) ≤eyhi Zaviyesi.” 
43 Hüseyin Hüsameddin, Amasya Tarihi, vol I, p. 235-236; vol. II, p. 395-396; cited 

in Yüksel, “Bir Babaî (Vefaî) ≤eyhi Zaviyesi,” p. 97. 
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to a Khorasanian origin like that of Baba Ilyas. Evliya‘ Çelebi mentions 
a Bektashi convent located between ≤ebinkarahisar and Erzincan affili-
ated with a certain Behlül-i Semerkandî; this may possibly be the same 
convent.44 According to its waqfiyya, Bahlul Baba’s zawiya was built by 
Sultan Rükne’d-din Kılıçarslan (r. 1261-1266), father of Giyase’d-din 
KeyÌusrev III. The two waqfiyyas also make it clear that, by the time 
Giyase’d-din KeyÌusrev III established these endowments, both Shaykh 
Marzuban and Shaykh Bahlul Baba had already died, suggesting that 
they must have been in Anatolia since at least the late 12th or early 
13th centuries.

According to Ottoman archival documents, a Vefa‘i convent also 
existed in Malatya province. This time, we have neither the endowment 
deed for the convent nor other documentation to help us determine the 
date of its establishment, although its origins are also most likely trace-
able to pre-Ottoman times. The two documents mentioning it, are dated 
5 cemaziyü’l-evvel 1102/1691 and rebi‘ül-evvel 1117/1705.45 They record 
a zaviye of Ku†bü’l-‘Arifin Seyyid ≤eyh Ebü’l-Vefa’ in the Mu≥ar district 
of Malatya, on which was endowed the income of a few villages. An 
interesting connection exists between this zaviye and one of the Alevi 
ocaks in Eastern Anatolia, the ocak of ≤eyh/≤ıh Ahmed. Included among 
the villages endowed for this Vefa‘i zaviye was the village of ≤eyh/≤ıh 
Hasanlı. Sixteenth-century Ottoman land registers as well as the afore-
mentioned Ottoman documents confirm that the tomb of ≤ıh(/≤eyh) 
Ahmed-i Tavil, the founder and cult figure of the Alevi ocak known by 
the same name, was located in this village.46 According to local tradition, 
the village received its name from ≤ıh Ahmed-i Tavil’s brother, ≤ıh(/≤eyh) 
Hasan, known as the common ancestor of a large group of Alevi tribes 
in the Dersim region. While the archival documents do not speak of a 
connection between ≤ıh Ahmed and the convent of Ebü’l-Vefa’, the 
Vefa‘i origin of the ocak of ≤ıh Ahmed is confirmed by the ocak’s own 
family documents.47 Interestingly, however, local tradition equates ≤ıh 
Ahmed-i Tavil with the eponym of the Yesevi order, AÌmed-i Yesevi, 

44 Evliyâ Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, vol. 2, p. 199. 
45 BOA, Ibnü’l-Emîn Evkaf, 2725: “Ëaza-i meÂbure [i.e. Malatya] tabi‘ Mu≥ar naÌi-

yesinde asude olan Ku†bü’l-’Arifin Seyyid ≤eyh Ebü’l-Vefa‘ Èuddise sırruhu’l-‘azizün 
zaviye tekiyesinde…”; Cevdet Evkaf, 6210: “Mala†iya muzafatından Mu≥ar naÌiyesinde 
vaÈi‘ asude olan Ku†bü’l-’Arifin Seyyid ≤eyh Ebü’l-Vefa‘ zaviyesinde..;” also cited in 
Ocak, “Türkiye Selçukluları Döneminde ve Sonrasında Vefai Tarikatı,” p. 138. 

46 Yinanç, Elibüyük, Kanunî Devri Malatya Tahrir Defteri, p. 103. 
47 A≥an, “Fırat Kenarında bir Horasan Ereni ≤eyh,” p. 60. 
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who is said to have come from Khorasan and settled in this region of 
Anatolia.48 This obviously anachronistic belief, ostensibly bolstered by 
the common name of the two personages, seems to be another example 
of the fusion of the Vefa‘i legacy in Anatolia with Bektashi lore.

CONCLUSION

Recently surfaced sources bring to the foreground the Vefa’iyye as an 
important component of Anatolian religious history that has long escaped 
historians’ attention due to the conflation of the order’s legacy with that 
of the Bektashiyye. Evidence emerging from the Alevi documents links 
the ancestors of many Kizilbash/Alevi saintly lineages, or ocaks, to the 
Vefa‘i order. These findings coincide with a growing body of archival 
evidence that corroborate a previously unrecognized and extensive Vefa‘i 
presence in eastern Anatolia since late medieval times. Multiple waves of 
Vefa‘i dervishes seem to have entered Anatolia from Iraq and  Khorasan, 
evolving in different directions in their new home in terms of social, 
political, and religious orientations. A distinct Vefa‘i network formed 
around the spiritual lineage descending from Sayyid Khamis, presumably 
a nephew and adopted son of Ebü’l-Vefa’, and maintained its vitality in 
and around the upper Euphrates basin as late as the first half of the 
16th century before fully coalescing with the Kizilbash milieu. Although 
an independent Vefa‘i identity subsequently diminished, the established 
local hierarchies of the order’s various branches persisted within the new 
framework of the Kizilbash/Alevi ocak system. This evolving trajectory 
of the Vefa‘i legacy is reflected in the way later copies of extant Vefa‘i 
ijazas among the Alevi documents were edited to bring them in line with 
growing Shi‘i/Alevi sensibilities and in their changing treatment from Sufi 
diplomas to simple genealogical pedigrees of ocakzade families. The fore-
going discussion also suggests that the Vefa‘i component of Anatolian 
religious history was obfuscated partly because the order’s legacy was 
later absorbed into the Bektashi tradition as configured around the turn of 
the 16th century in the Bektashi hagiographic literature.

On a broader level, the Alevi documents’ exposure of the Iraqi-born 
Vefa’iyye order as an important constituent of Kizilbash/Alevi genea-
logy, combined with the absence of any signs of a Yesevi/Central Asian 

48 This oral tradition was recorded in writing in Özdogan, A≥agı Fırat Havzası 1977 
Yüzey Ara≥tırmaları, p. 64-65. 
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connection in the same documents, contest the long-standing Köprülü 
paradigm in the field which assumes a rigid separation between high and 
low (i.e. heterodox) Islam in Anatolia and conceives of the latter as little 
more than Islamized shamanism transferred from Central Asia to Anato-
lia under the rubric of the Yeseviyye order. These findings thus propose 
the multi-ethnic Sufi milieu of Anatolia and the neighboring regions, 
rather than pre-Islamic Central Asia, as the most appropriate context 
within which to explore genealogies of Kizilbas/Alevism, in particular, 
and of “heterodox” Islam in Anatolia, in general.
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Ayfer Karakaya-Stump, La Vefa’iyye, la Bektashiyye et les généalogies de 
 l’islam «hétérodoxe» en Anatolie : repenser le paradigme de Köprülü

À la suite de la publication des travaux majeurs de Fuad Köprülü au début du 
XXe siècle, les chercheurs ont eu tendance à associer différents aspects de l’hi-
stoire religieuse de la région directement à l’Asie centrale. Cette tendance est 
plus saillante dans l’étude de l’islam dit populaire turc et de ce qui est supposé 
être sa principale manifestation aujourd’hui, à savoir les communautés kizilbash/
alévies et l’ordre bektachi. Köprülü a établi un lien entre cet islam populaire turc, 
« hétérodoxe » par définition, et le chamanisme centrasiatique tel que celui-ci 
fut préservé et transmis sous le « manteau » du soufisme populaire, celui de 
l’ordre centrasiatique de la Yeseviyye en particulier. Cependant, des documents 
provenant d’archives privées de membres de la communauté alévie qui viennent 
d’être mis à la disposition des chercheurs, croisés à des documents d’archive 
récemment découverts, défient la théorie bien établie des origines yesevi du phé-
nomène kizilbash/alévi. Ils soulignent même la position importante, à cet égard, 
de la Vefa’iyye originaire d’Irak, un des mouvements soufis les plus anciens et 
les moins connus, dont la présence étendue en Anatolie avait été ignorée aupa-
ravant. À partir de cette nouvelle piste, la présente étude examine la place de la 
Vefa’iyye dans le spectre de l’islam « hétérodoxe » anatolien; il argumente que 
la composante Vefa‘i de l’histoire religieuse de la région a été étouffée, en par-
tie à cause de la fusion de l’héritage de cet ordre dans la tradition bektachie.

Ayfer Karakaya-Stump, The Vefa’iyye, the Bektashiyye and Genealogies of 
“Heterodox” Islam in Anatolia: Rethinking the Köprülü Paradigm

Since Fuad Köprülü’s seminal works on Islam in Anatolia were first published 
in the early 20th century, scholars have tended to link various aspects of the 
region’s religious history directly to Central Asia. This tendency is most salient 
in the study of so-called Turkish folk Islam and what is assumed to be its primary 
manifestation today, namely the Kizilbash/Alevi communities and the kindred 
Bektashi order. Köprülü associated Turkish folk Islam, by definition “hetero-
dox,” with Central Asian shamanism as preserved and transmitted under the 
cover of popular Sufism, in particular that of the Central Asian Yeseviyye order. 
However, a newly available body of documents found in the private archives of 
members of the Alevi community, together with some recently discovered archi-
val evidence, challenge the well-established theory of the Yesevi origins of Kizil-
bash/Alevism. They instead highlight the prominent position in this regard of the 
Iraqi-born Vefa’iyye, one of the oldest but least known Sufi movements, whose 
widespread presence in Anatolia has been previously unrecognized. Pursuing the 
lead of this new evidence, this paper examines the place of the Vefa’iyye in the 
pedigree of “heterodox” Islam in Anatolia, and argues that the Vefa‘i component 
of Anatolian religious history has been obfuscated partly due to the assimilation 
of the order’s legacy into the Bektashi tradition.
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